
The Top Do’s and Don’ts for Effective 
Social Proof
Social proof is a powerful tool for branding and remarketing, and one that can be applied at all stages of 
the consumer purchase lifecycle. Yet, like any tool of digital age ROI, you have to know how to apply it in 
order to be able to maximize its effectiveness. Marketers must tread carefully, as social proof misuse can 
actually have the opposite of the intended effect, and drive clients away. You wouldn't use a screwdriver 
when you need a drill… would you? Take a look below at the top do’s and don’ts of social proof, and apply 
them to your digital marketing strategies today!

#1 WHEN IN DOUBT, DO GO POSITIVE
Positive social proof means showing potential consumers that a large group of individuals reacted 
positively to a product or service… i.e. that they made a particular choice. These particular choices 
should invoke feelings of positivity, as consumers respond more favorably to notions of benefits, value, 
and savings.

 #2 DO TELL STORIES
Emotions and experiences are the forces that drive today's digital age consumers. While five-stars and 
reviews may look aesthetically pleasing to you as a marketer, what potential consumers really yearn for 
is a story that moves them emotionally. Look to add expert opinion and testimonials that tell the story 
of how lives are improved for the better via value that can only come from your product or service.

#3 DON’T GO NEGATIVE
The logical extension of tip #1, negative social proof scares the masses from engaging in a value driven 
relationship. If you create the impression that a large group of individuals are failing to take advantage 
of an opportunity that you are providing, your potential consumers will be left wondering why. Explain 
why potential consumers are making the wrong choice, not just that they aren’t making one.

 #4 DO GO BIG OR GO HOME
When it comes incorporating social proof into a digital age marketing strategy, it is often better to have 
no social proof at all than a little social proof. Why? Because consumers are immediately weary of 
product claims that appear to be backed up with only a tiny following and a few consumer reviews. This 
acts to reinforce the natural consumer inclination to distrust new brands and bold product claims. Your 
best bet is to build your social proof before you actually apply your social proof.

#5 DON’T FORGET TO DEMONSTRATE THAT YOUR SOCIAL PROOF IS REAL
Trust signals go a long way in reassuring potential consumers that product claims are valid. Real 
names, real stories, real businesses, and visual support will do wonders for building brand credibility in 
the eyes of your potential (and skeptical) consumers, and can give your business a social proof edge in 
the digital age.
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